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Unsupervised and Predictive Learning
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Unsupervised/Predictive Learning

Can we formally define unsupervised or predictive
learning?

Learning from raw text. We think of the next word as a
“label” to be predicted from the previous words. Mathemati-
cally a labeling problem.

Learning from a corpus of raw images. We can try to
predict the color map from the grey-scale version of the image.
Again a labeling problem.

Learning from raw video. Can we predict the next frame
from the preceding frames. Again a labeling problem.



Unsupervised Learning

By “unsupervised learning” we will mean learning from mas-
sively available data. This is not a mathematical definition.

Massive: images, audio, text, video, click-through data.

Less Massive: car control data, stereo image pairs, closed
captioned video, captioned images.

Big: Manually annotated images or audio.

Small: manually annotated text — parse trees, named enti-
ties, semantic roles, coreference, entailment.

Smallest: Manually annotated text in an obscure language.



Colorization

We have massive data for colorization (by decolorizing color
images).

But any particular colorization is still a guess.

For colorization we might evaluate by measuring the best match
over k guesses.

But in complex images even k guesses will not include a good
match.



Modeling Distributions

We want to construct a model PΘ(x) or PΘ(y|x) of a (natu-
ral) data distribution given massive samples of x or massive
samples of (x, y).

In cases where massive data is available (the unsupervised or
predictive case) we typically want to model distributions P (x)
or P (y|x) that are sufficiently broad that any guess of x or
any guess of y given x is almost sure to be wrong.



Summary of Unsupervised and Predictive Learning

There is no mathematically well defined problem of unsuper-
vised or predictive learning.

Unsupervised and predictive learning should simply be inter-
preted to mean that we have massive samples of x that can
can be used to model P (x) or massive samples of (x, y) that
can be used to model P (y|x).
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